The Noun Phrase
noun phrases | what are noun phrases? - note noun clauses, noun phrases, and single words not all
grammarians agree on the definitions of clauses and phrases. for some, the term phrase covers everything. in
other words, for them, a clause is a type of phrase, and a single word is just a short phrase. chapter 4: the
noun phrase - yogyakarta - 25 noun phrase exercise d directions: this exercise will give you practice in
varying the types of modifiers that you add to your noun phrases. on a separate sheet of paper, rewrite the
sentence providing the types of words requested in parentheses that will modify the noun headword given.
french and english noun phrases - opensiuc - noun phrases and that the english noun phrase is not
strangely different from its french counterpart. english has . the specifiers and numerals that occur in places
parallel to . i . those of french. a difference, however, appears with regard to the adjective position in the noun
phrase in french. i i noun phrases exercise - english grammar - 5. noun phrase: living in dark stables; it
acts as the object of the verb prefer 6. noun phrase: to answer the question; it acts as the object of the verb
refused 7. noun phrase: stealing the money; it acts as the object of the verb denied 8. noun phrase: to write
such rubbish; it acts as the subject of the verb is. 9. the arabic noun phrase - fmhoytlliertech - the arabic
noun phrase frederick hoyt linguistics department ut-austin summary: the arabic noun phrase is either definite
or indefinite, depending on whether it is marked with the definite article or not. the definite article is analyzed
as the head of a phrase structure phrase structure rules - 1. the phrase 1. the noun phrase (np) 2. the
adjective phrase (adjp) and adverb phrase (advp) 2 3. the verb phrase (vp) 4. the prepositional phrase (pp) 2.
phrases in the sentence 3. coordination of phrases 4. finding phrases 5. building trees phrase structure • a
phrase is a syntactic unit headed by a lexical category such as noun, adjective, the distinction between
noun-phrase premodifiers: nouns ... - distinction between noun-phrase premodifiers 3 allowed to modify
another adjective in a similar way as toy and car do (see (5) below), that ability seems much more limited than
with nouns (consider (6)). comprehending noun phrase arguments and adjuncts - phrase sequences in
which the prepositional phrase was either an argu-ment of the preceding direct object noun or was an adjunct
of the preced-ing verb. readers processed arguments of noun phrases more quickly than adjuncts of verb
phrases. speer and clifton (1998) reported two reading t he n oun p hr as e - t he n oun p hr as e recognize a
noun phrase when you see one. a noun phrase includes a noun—a person, place, or thing—and the modifiers
which distinguish it. you can find the noun dog in a sentence, for example, but you don't know which canine
the writer means until you consider the entire noun phrase: that dog, aunt audrey's dog, the dog on the sofa,
the neighbor's dog that chases our ... noun phrase accessibility and universal grammar - noun phrase
accessibility and edward l. keenan bernard comrie universal grammar* in section 1 we present the accessibility
hierarchy, in terms of which we state three universal constraints on relative clause formation. in addition, we
present the data in support of these constraints and discuss certain partial counterexamples. in section 2
chapter 3 noun phrases pronouns - washington state university - noun phrases now that we have
established something about the structure of verb phrases, let's move on to noun phrases (nps). a noun phrase
is a noun or pronoun head and all of its modifiers (or the coordination of more than one np--to be discussed in
chapter 6). some nouns require the presence of a determiner as a modifier. complex noun phrases and
linkers - graduate center, cuny - there is a focus inside the complex noun phrase (in the ne…que ‘only’
construction illustrated in (5c)) are rather more natural with dethan without it but are certainly grammatical
either way. what all three examples have in common is that part of the complex noun phrase is
quantiﬁcational. and noun phrase elaboration by children with specific language ... - noun phrase
elaboration and sli 3 as part of his classic research project and book on young children’s language
development – a first language – roger brown (1973) was one of the first child language researchers to report a
difference in young children’s t he phr as e - the word group: noun phrase, verb phrase, prepositional phrase,
infinitive phrase, participle phrase, gerund phrase, and absolute phrase. noun phrases a noun phrase includes
a noun—a person, place, or thing—and the modifiers— either before or after—which distinguish it. the pattern
looks like this: opti onal mod if i er (s) + noun ... 9 phrases - wac clearinghouse - head of a phrase is the
phrase’s central element; any other words (or phrases) in the phrase orient to it, either by modifying it or
complementing it. the head determines the phrase’s grammatical category: if the head is a noun, the phrase is
a noun phrase; if the head is a verb, the phrase is a verb phrase, and so on.
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